Phonetics presentation

Your name:

Due Tuesday, September 27th
Please print out 15 copies for the class of these two pages. You’ll have 3 minutes to present
the information here in class. If you do hand-write your answers to the questions, make sure
to write very clearly, so that everyone can read it even after it has been photocopied.
Syllable structure: What is the syllable structure of your language? You may need to find
this out on your own by looking for relevant examples, or your grammar may explicitly tell
you.
(a) Does your language require/allow/forbid onsets? If your language allows both onsets
and onsetless syllables, give a word from your language that illustrates each. Otherwise, give
one word that illustrates your language’s requirement, and a made-up word that would be
impossible in your language. Mark the impossible word with a *.

(b) Does your language require/allow/forbid codas? If your language allows both codas
and codaless syllables, give a word from your language that illustrates each. Otherwise, give
one word that illustrates your language’s requirement, and a made-up word that would be
impossible in your language. Mark the impossible word with a *.

(c) What kinds of sounds can be syllable nucleii in your language? How can you tell?
Give an example of each non-vowel sound that can be a syllable nucelus.

(d) How big can onsets and codas be in your language? Provide the longest coda you
can find, and the longest onset you can find.
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Phonemes and Allophones:
Find two phonological rules in your language.
(a) For each rule you found, draw a phoneme diagram, indicating the relevant phoneme
and its allophones. Try to find at least three words illustrating each allophone, but definitely
give at least one.

(b) For each allophone you found, describe its context in terms of features.

(c) For each rule you found, state which allophone is the ‘elsewhere’ allophone and why
you decided on that one.

(d) State each rule in English, e.g. “Stops become aspirated at the beginnings of words."

(e) State each rule in rule notation, e.g. /p/ → [ph ] / #
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